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VIENNA:  The OPEC cartel and a group of allied oil-
producing nations agreed on Thursday to extend crude
output cuts until the end of next year, continuing a poli-
cy that led to a significant rise in the price of oil over
the past year.

At the same time, the 24-nation alliance led by
OPEC member Saudi Arabia and Russia gave notice
that it stands ready to revisit the move if price increas-
es bring US shale operators - who suspended opera-
tions while crude was cheap - rushing back into the
market.

“We are going to be agile, depending on how events
unfold,” Saudi Arabian oil minister Khalid Al-Falih told
reporters. Announcing the extension decision after a
day of meetings, he declared, “it’s been a great day.”
The success of the reduced output strategy has been
reflected by crude’s rise. Benchmark oil prices are now
close to $60 a barrel, depending on the grades, up
almost 20 percent from a year ago. On Thursday, the
US contract was trading at $57.08 a barrel, down 22
cents on the day.

That partly reflects a rise in global economic growth
since last year. But it also has been attributed to the
OPEC-led decision to limit production, renewing the
cartel’s reputation as a major player in controlling the

oil market. After decades of being a dominant force in
determining supplies and prices, OPEC’s role as a key
regulator started fading in recent years, as US shale
producers started pumping up their output. That led to
oversupply and a steep
fall in prices from over
$100 to below $40 a
barrel by last year, lead-
ing to the decision to join
key non-OPEC nations
and jointly pump less
crude.

But the strategy of
continued cuts to drive
up prices may not be
sustainable over the
longer run, and OPEC
may yet see its influence
wane again. With prices
now at two-year highs, US producers who mothballed
operations when oil was cheap are coming back into
the market in force.

US oil producers need relatively higher market
prices to break even than, say, Saudi Arabia. So the
recent rise is encouraging more to start pumping again.

U S crude oil production already has grown by 15
percent since last year to nearly 10 million barrels per
day, just behind Russia and Saudi Arabia. The
International Energy Agency expects the United States

to become the biggest
net exporter by the end
of the 2020s.

The extra crude is
welcome for now, with
the global economy
booming. But at some
point, the balance could
again tip from relatively
tight supplies to an over-
supply, resulting in price
drops.

Jan Edelmann, an ana-
lyst at Germany’s HSH
Nordbank, said not only

the United States, but Brazil, China and other nations
“could have increased incentive at the present price
environment to increase their (oil) output.”

While the prices of $100 a barrel last seen a little
over three years ago appear gone, Saudi Arabia’s Al-
Falih was mindful to address the perception those rates

evoked: that OPEC is interested only in cashing in on
pricey crude.

“We are not looking to gouge the market with high-
er prices,” he said, arguing that crude’s value had to
recover from previous lows to “create a market that is
conducive to investment” and OPEC members drilling
for more oil. The extension agreement represented a
rare consensus between OPEC kingpin Saudi Arabia
and Iran. Jockeying for Middle East dominance
between the two countries has led to disarray in the
past. The tensions have spiked in recent months, with
the geopolitical struggle potentially exacerbating dif-
ferent positions on oil.

The Saudis came to the OPEC meetings favoring
continued cuts, but Iran wants greater market share as
it claws its way back from the more than a decade of
economic sanctions that were lifted as part of its 2015
nuclear deal with six world powers.

Russian Energy Minister Alexander Novak, whose
country is a key Iran backer, made a comment that
could upset Tehran and endanger the tenuous Saudi-
Iran balancing act at future OPEC meetings.

Novak said the relationship between Moscow and
Riyadh “is developing faster than ever” on oil issues, as
well as on other projects.—AP

Shale production impact being keenly watched

OPEC, allies extend production cut
VIENNA: Khalid Al-Falih, Minister of Energy, Industry and Mineral Resources and President of the OPEC Conference of Saudi Arabia (left) and Mohammad Sanusi Barkindo, OPEC Secretary General of Nigeria speak to journalists prior to the start of a meeting of the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries, OPEC, at their headquarters in Vienna.—AP
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NEW YORK: Macy’s is hiring an additional
7,000 seasonal associates this holiday sea-
son, saying traffic in its department stores
nationwide has been high. The company
said Friday that the hires will work on the
sales floors of its stores as well as fulfill
online and pick-up-in-store orders and do
other operational jobs. Most of the jobs are
part-time.  They are in addition to the
80,000 temporary holiday workers Macy’s
said it expected to hire early in the fall.

The news is encouraging and is in line
with overall retail industry reports that have

indicated a strong start to the season, with
shoppers buying more than last year.
Macy’s needs a good holiday season after
suffering 11 straight quarters of sales
declines for a key measure. Macy’s, like
many of its department store peers, has
been hit hard from shoppers’ shift away
from clothing and more toward experi-
ences. And when shoppers do buying cloth-
ing, they’re going increasingly to so-called
off-price chains like T.J. Maxx or online to
Amazon.com. That has helped reduce cus-
tomer traffic in the stores. Macy’s has cut
jobs and closed stores as well as embraced
lots of strategies to differentiate itself. That
means offering more exclusive fashions,
expanding an off-price brand, and adding
more gadgets to its stores. In October, it
launched a loyalty program that it hopes
will bring more shoppers through its doors.

“Macy’s has had a great start to this hol-
iday season with high customer volume

across our business,” said John Harper,
Macy’s chief store officer, in a statement.
“We are excited to be further expanding
our seasonal workforce.” Macy’s CEO Jeff
Gennette told The Associated Press on
Black Friday morning that customer counts
were higher and business was better in the
North and Northeast even with fewer pro-
motions from a year ago. Last year, Macy’s
had a lot of unsold merchandise from the
third quarter that needed to be liquidated.

And cold weather helped fuel sales of
items like coat and boots. He predicted that
Macy’s would sell more than a million cold
weather items on Thanksgiving and Black
Friday combined.

However, Macy’s did suffer a glitch pro-
cessing some gift and credit cards later on
Black Friday, one of the busiest shopping
days of the year. It resolved the problems at
the end of the day, but shoppers took to
social media to complain about long lines or

difficulties paying online.
Earlier in the fall Macy’s announced it

would hire more temps for distribution cen-
ters and warehouses, but that overall holi-
day hiring would decline nearly 4 percent
from last year. Macy’s Inc. operates more

than 700 stores under its namesake brand
and Bloomingdale’s as well as more than
100 specialty stores. Shares of the com-
pany, which has corporate offices in New
York and Cincinnati, were up 48 cents to
$24.28 in morning trading. — AP
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